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your dreams
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label.

beauty is technology, research
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WELCOME

TO TONGARIRO, NEW ZEALAND
Centred upon three volcanoes - Tongariro, Ngauruhoe and Ruapehu - Tongariro
National Park is home to some of New Zealand’s most dramatic landscapes.
Tongariro became New Zealand’s first national park in 1887. Just over one
hundred years later, the park was awarded dual UNESCO World Heritage status
for both its cultural significance to the Māori people, as well as its outstanding
natural features. The 80,000-hectare park is a spectacular showcase of volcanic
wonders including emerald lakes, old lava flows, steaming craters, colourful silica
terraces and peculiar alpine gardens. It is an environment of staggering beauty
and diversity.
www.newzealand.com/int/feature/national-parks-tongariro
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Travis is the President and Webmaster of
the NZSCC, NZCRS committee member
and is a Scientist with Snowberry. Travis
obtained a BPharm from the University of
Otago before working as a pharmacist for a
number of years. He then completed
a MHSc and PhD at the University of
Auckland whilst working in the skincare
industry. He now has over a decade worth
of experience in the field, three published
international papers, a podium presentation
at the World Congress of Dermatology, and
is a regular to the NZSCC conferences.

Eve is a qualified Naturopath and Medical
Herbalist graduating with a Health Science
degree in Complementary Medicine in 2003.
She is a sought after lecturer and presenter
and joined the Nutrition faculty at Wellpark
College of Natural Therapies where she
lectured in Clinical Nutrition from 2008-2013.
She previously held a technical training role
for Vitaco, one of New Zealand’s largest
dietary supple
ment manufacturers, prior to
moving into Technical Sales and serving as an
active member of the New Zealand personal
care industry since 2014. She joined IMCD
in 2019 and currently manages the Personal
Care business in New Zealand. Eve has a
lifelong passion for phytomedicine and natural
cosmetics, making her own products since she
was a teenager. Eve is committed to ongoing
education and has post-graduate qualifications
in Adult Education and Personal Care Science.

In addition to the NZSCC Treasurer
responsibilities Katrina is Director at
Alchemy Agencies Australia and New
Zealand. Katrina has a BSc degree from
Auckland University, and originally started
her career as an Industrial Chemist at
Peterson Chemicals in 1995. She then
started at Bayer in 1996 as Sales
Representative
where
she
stayed
through to 2015 as General Manager
Bayer MaterialScience until the business
transferred to Alchemy. Katrina believes
that the personal care market in New
Zealand has stamped out an extraordinary
footprint, with its focus on naturals and
niche manufacturing combined with its
ability to constantly innovate with the
infamous Kiwi-can-do-attitude.

Maree Raffles

Anna Hinstridge

Kerry De Villiers

Past President

Secretary

Committee Member

I joined the Society in 1983 at the
Lab Manager at Smith and Nephew.
We were Manufactuering Nivea and
medical products. At the time importing
cosmetics incurred a 25% duty so many
multinationals had a plant in NZ. Elizabeth
Arden, Revlon, Schwarzkopf, Wella, Helena
Rubinstein, Innoxa, Shiseido all closed
their manufacturing when the tariff was
removed in the 80s. I moved to Croda as a
technical sales rep and joined the NZSCC
committee. With 30 years experience
working in the personal area industry I have
joined Ingredientbox as the GM. We are the
distributors for Croda which is completing
a circle for me. I was honoured to receive
Life Membership of the Society in 2019.
I love snow and so excited to attend our
41st conference at the Chateau.

Anna Hinstridge is a sales professional
with 20 years’ experience in the ingredients
industry and currently manages the
Personal Care Portfolio for Chemiplas NZ.
She is passionate about the industry and
loves helping her customers find the right
ingredients for their new products. Anna
is also an active member of the NZSCC
Committee, holding the role of Secretary

Innately inspired by the wonders of
nature
and
equipped
with
an
undergraduate degree in Biological
Science and a Masters in Biomedical
Science from Auckland University,
Kerry found a true passion for natural
skincare formulations over 10 years ago.
Her curiosity for the link between humans
and the world we live in served her
well as she flourished while mastering
her craft in product development and
serving award winning NZ brands.
Kerry also believes that healthy skin
is fundamental for making people feel
confident and beautiful, so is an advocate
for industry innovation to be inspired by
nature and proven by science.
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Sara Ching

Angela Hayes

Committee Member
My first introduction to Pharmacognosy
(plant medicine) was in my late teens,
when it wasn't common place to see
natural skincare on supermarket shelves.
I trained as a beauty therapist in the 1990's
and then began to further my research
and education into natural and traditional
skincare formulating. I love helping
customers create custom products and
build their brands by formulating with their
budget in mind but also products that
fit their market. I currently for at Alaron
Products as Liquids and Creams Manager.
I enjoy the challenge of working for a
contract manufacturer with the variety of
customers and capabilities. Outside of work
I'm a Mum and enjoy being on our farm and
riding my horses.

Grant Binney

Committee Member

Committee Member

After completing her double-degree in Food
Science and Marketing at Otago University,
Angela began her career working as a Food
Care Specialist in Product Development at
Fisher & Paykel. In the years following she
worked in R&D for Living Nature Skincare,
where her passion for cosmetic formulation
began and she subsequently completed a
Diploma of Personal Care Formulation. She
later worked as Lead Formulator for Go-To
Skincare and is now currently working as
a Senior Formulations Chemist for Shieling
Laboratories. Angela loves being involved in
the NZSCC Committee and feels privileged
to work in such an amazing industry with
great people.

After completing an Honours Degree in
Chemistry from the University of Otago,
Grant went directly to Australia to start his
working career. He lived in Australia for
nearly 20 years and ended up working for
Croda Australia where he eventually ended
up as National Sales Manager. During
this time Grant and Brian Price set up the
Queensland Chapter of the ASCC and Grant
became the inaugural President of the
Queensland Chapter. This resulted in Grant
becoming a Council member of the ASCC
and during his time on Council he held the
role of Treasurer and Secretary of the ASCC.
Grant returned to New Zealand and set
up BTB Chemicals and became the Croda
Agent. During this time, he was a member
of the NZSCC and was President on more
than 2 occasions. After a small stint out of
the industry Grant moved back to the
Cosmetics Industry and began work in
formulating and production scale up for
The Cosmetic Company, C & R Packers and
Mix Limited or Essano Limited. Now he has
returned to the Technical Sales role and
works for Ceechem NZ.
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President's Welcome

Welcome to the 41st NZ Society of Cosmetic Chemists Conference
– Face the Future.
This year we return to the Chateau. We’re finally celebrating being able to
connect in person after a near 2 year hiatus. A special thanks to those of
you who have travelled far to be here, especially the Australian supporters
amongst us.
This year’s conference could not happen without Industry support.
In this regard, the Society would like to thank our generous sponsors with a
special mention to Designer Skincare for taking the Diamond sponsorship.
Our industry sponsors enable us to hold a conference in a lovely venue,
subsidise our networking events, supply buses, food and music, allow us
to engage the help of external collaborators to put together a fantastic
programme and lastly, provide products for the goodie bags we all receive.
This year we have made small changes which we hope will leave a positive
impact on the way we run conferences. Once again, we have mixed up
our program to bring talks from suppliers, business owners, leaders in
the biodiscovery spaces and holding three workshops. There is also more
time to network, reconnect and have fun together!
It takes hundreds of hours to carefully orchestrate the NZSCC events each
year. We thank the businesses that allowed the Committee members to give
so much of their time in supporting our growing industry. To the Committee,
the society would never be where it is without your involvement, I thank
you all for your help and support this last year. Every year the Committee
exceeds expectations, and this year is no different.
I trust this will be another memorable conference and look forward to
networking with you all.
Regards,
Travis
President NZSCC
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DAY 1
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Eve Storer-Blake - IMCD

Mimiskin™ with Liquid Crystal Lipid Particles: Your 2nd skin for the ultimate protection

Malie Zauber - Carst & Walker

A Beautiful Mind

03

Anna Hinstridge - Chemiplas

04

Grant Binney - CeeChem

05

Rachel Finch - Avenir

06

Matthew Martens - Croda

07

Dr Patrycja Pytel & Dr Manmeet Kaur - Verital

08

Helen Pearce - Lubrizol

09

Katrina Bunge - Alchemy Agencies

Natural Solutions for Glowing Skin

It’s a Skin-demic: Combatting the Issues of Pandemic Beauty

Green chemistry for a sustainable future

Upcycling - a way to turn waste into value

Beauty Treasure Hunt

Evolution in the treatment of expression wrinkles while providing multilayer skincare

Hydrolite® 7 green - Clear Step Ahead
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SPEAKERS
DAY 2
10

Richard Lawrence

11

Dr Rob Kelly - Wool Source Limited

12

David Cowie - RPL Trading

13

Sylvester Kuo - AS Harrison

14

Stacey Fraser - Stacey Fraser Co

15

Stability Testing

Powders and pigments derived from wool. New sustainable and
functional ingredients from a uniquely new zealand perspective.

18

Peter Lehrke - PharmaNZ Limited

19

Verital Workshop

Glowing Future for Nutricosmetics as Consumers
Embrace Beauty from Within

Rediscovering Beauty - sensorial appreciation workshop

Kem Nat Lite – The gentle and natural preservation
of cosmetics without alcohols

For Brighter, Younger, Better looking skin

Collaborative Curiosity in a Post Covid Personal Care Industry

Melanie Salberg - Brenntag

An intelligent look at Sustainability – how do our choices
today impact the future?

16

Chris Ullness - Azelis

17

Dr Travis Badenhorst - Snowberry

SYNETH™: Customizable Chemistry,
Formulate without Compromise

Snowberry exposé and what it takes to succeed
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DAY 3
20

Annual General Meeting

21

Malie Zauber - Gattefosse

22

Matthew Martens - Croda Workshop

Sensorial journey formulating sunscreens

Clean and Sustainable Beauty for Indies:
Maximising value without compromise
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Eve Storer-Blake

MIMISKIN™ WITH LIQUID CRYSTAL LIPID PARTICLES:
YOUR 2ND SKIN FOR THE ULTIMATE PROTECTION

ABSTRACT
EVE STORER-BLAKE

IMCD, Business Manager ‑ Personal Care
NZSCC Vice President

BIO
Eve is a qualified Naturopath and Medical Herbalist
graduating with a Bachelor of Health Science degree
in Complementary Medicine in 2003. She is a sought
after presenter and lectured in Clinical Nutrition from
2008-2013. She previously held a technical training
role for Vitaco, one of New Zealand’s largest dietary
supplement manufacturers, prior to moving into
Technical Sales and serving as an active member
of the personal care industry for the past 6 years.
She joined IMCD in 2019 and currently manages the
Personal Care business in New Zealand. Eve has
a lifelong passion for phytomedicine and natural
cosmetics and is committed to ongoing education
with post-graduate qualifications in Adult Education
and Personal Care Science.

Company Details
IMCD New Zealand Limited
459 Great South Rd, Penrose, Auckland, 1061
+64 (09) 582 0308 M: +64 274 717 908
E: Eve.Storer-Blake@imcd.co.nz
www.imcdgroup.com
Revolutionary skin protector- Mimiskin™
The need for an all-round skin protection
inspired BASF to create a solution to
protect our largest but rather vulnerable
organ - our skin, against dehydration and
external aggressions, by employing topnotch technologies and drawing motivation
from nature. Mimiskin™’s particles are what
create the magic, leading to this innovation.
Mimiskin™ highly resembles the human skin
and offers all-around care as a skin-fitting
protector. With its unique melting point
shifting behaviour, it forms a breathable lipid
film on the skin, preserving moisture, repairing
complexion and bringing the natural barrier to
its optimal condition. This patent-protected
technology is the perfect solution to the most
sought-after skin type – beautiful, healthy
and radiant. Mimiskin™ is extremely versatile
and compatible with a wide range of skin care
formulas such as face and body, and including
applications for sun, hair, men’s and baby
care products.
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Malie Zauber
A BEAUTIFUL MIND

ABSTRACT
MALIE ZAUBER
Carst & Walker

BIO
Malie Zauber obtained her Microbiology (Hons)
degree from the University of Stellenbosch,
South Africa and has been involved in the
cosmetics industry since 1998. She initially joined
the industry as a Quality Control Manager, but
realised her passion was on the innovation side.
“I always felt I want to create products and the
R&D lab was the perfect home”.
Between 1999 and 2010 Malie headed up the
R&D side of various brands in South Africa and
Australia: Yardley, Coty, Maybeline, Innoxa.
In 2010 Malie decided to make a career change
to the ‘dark side’ and joined the raw materials
distribution business (Rejuvacare, Sydney) in a
Technical Marketing & Development role and later
moved into a sales role.

Company Details
Carst & Walker
Suite 139, 117 Old Pittwater Rd, Sydney
NSW 2100, Australia
+61 02 9907 2991
E: Malie.Zauber@carst.com.au
www.carst.com.au
A Beautiful Mind
Holistic wellness and self-care that touches on
the mind-body-spirit connection is one of the
trends that is emerging as consumers struggle
with Covid-19 confinement.
In the presentation we will cover beauty
routines as a way to combat stress and anxiety
and bring normality during uncertain times.

In 2014 Malie joined Carst & Walker as Industry
Group Manager to develop the Personal Care/Vet/
Pharma business in Oceania.
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Anna Hinstridge

NATURAL SOLUTIONS FOR GLOWING SKIN

ABSTRACT
ANNA HINSTRIDGE

Chemiplas NZ, Business Manager

BIO
Anna Hinstridge is a sales professional with 20 years’
experience in the ingredients industry and currently
manages the Personal Care Portfolio for Chemiplas
New Zealand.
She is passionate about the industry and loves
helping her customers find the right ingredients for
their new products. Anna is also an active member of
the NZSCC Committee, holding the role of Secretary.

Company Details
Chemiplas NZ
Ground Floor, 137 Great North Rd, Grey Lynn,
Auckland
+64 9 361 4060
E: anna.hinstridge@chemiplas.co.nz
www.chemiplas.co.nz
Natural Solutions for Glowing Skin
The Garden of Natural Solution is a leading
manufacturer and supplier of natural cosmetic
ingredients in Korea. Their ingredients from
plant sources, marine plants and mushrooms
are mostly extracted by an ultrasonic extraction
method and are tested to demonstrate
anti-oxidant, anti-wrinkle, skin brightening,
anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial activity.
Learn more about their offering including one
of their new product releases – “Greenth” –
a special mixture of fruit extracts providing
moisturizing, whitening, anti-oxidant and
exfoliating for glowing skin.
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Grant Binney

IT’S A SKIN-DEMIC: COMBATTING THE ISSUES OF
PANDEMIC BEAUTY

ABSTRACT
GRANT BINNEY

CeeChem, Business Development Manager

BIO
Grant, after completing an Honours Degree in
Chemistry from the University of Otago went directly
to Australia to start his working career. He lived in
Australia for nearly 20 years and ended up working
for Croda Australia where he eventually ended up as
National Sales Manager. During this time Grant and
Brian Price set up the Queensland Chapter of the
ASCC and Grant became the inaugural President of the
Queensland Chapter. This resulted in Grant becoming
a Council member of the ASCC and during his time on
Council he held the role of Treasurer and Secretary of
the ASCC.
Grant returned to New Zealand and set up BTB
Chemicals and became the Croda Agent. During this
time, he was a member of the NZSCC and was
President on more than 2 occasions. After a small
stint out of the industry Grant moved back to the
Cosmetics Industry and began work in formulating
and production scale up for The Cosmetic Company,
C & R Packers and Mix Limited or Essano Limited.
Now he has returned to the Technical Sales role and
works for Ceechem NZ.

Company Details
Ceechem
+64 21 400 080
E: grant.binney@ceechem.com.au
www.ceechem.com.au
It’s a Skin-demic: Combatting the Issues of
Pandemic Beauty
The presentation is from Oat Cosmetics UK and it
will investigate the following:
1. Skin-demic: The skin and behavioural changes
caused by COVID
2. Product Considerations: How and Why the Trend
Landscape has Changed
3. Ingredients of the Future: The Essentials of Skin
Wellbeing
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Rachel Finch

GREEN CHEMISTRY FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

ABSTRACT
RACHEL FINCH

Avenir Ingredients
Business Development Manager

BIO
Rachel has 15 years of experience in the Cosmetics
Industry. Her qualifications include a BSc (hons) in
Forensic Science along with a Diploma of Cosmetic
Science from De Montfort University in the UK.
Rachel started her career working as a cosmetic
chemist for Boots the Chemists developing products
for the No7 skincare range. She then worked with
the largest contract manufacturer in the UK before
moving to Australia 8 years ago.
She has been with the Avenir team for just over
3 years after working as a development chemist
at Jalco. Her experience covers skin care, sun care,
colour cosmetics and body care. She brings her
knowledge of cosmetic formulating and ingredients
to provide technical support to customers.

Company Details
Avenir Ingredients
Suite 7, Level 1, 22 George Street
North Strathfield, NSW, 2137, Australia
+61 (0)4 0652 0457 / +61 (02) 9166 2989
E: rachel@aveniringredients.com.au
www.aveniringredients.com.au
Green Chemistry for a Sustainable Future
Consumers are now looking for transparency
and authenticity when looking at what is
inside their cosmetic products. There is an
increased awareness in how the ingredients
are sourced and produced and what impact
they have on the environment. With this focus
on sustainability of cosmetics ingredients,
new green chemistry production processes are
being developed to reduce energy consumption,
use less resources and produce
less waste.
Here we introduce the latest Avenir ingredients
that focus on sustainability, green chemistry,
and upcycling.
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Matthew Martens

UPCYCLING - A WAY TO TURN WASTE INTO VALUE

ABSTRACT
MATTHEW MARTENS

CRODA Australia
Industry Sales Manager, Personal Care

BIO
Matthew obtained his BSc (Technology) from the
University of Waikato in 2002 majoring in Chemistry
and Finance.
After moving to Australia in 2003 he started in the
Personal Care industry as a Development Chemist at
Ross Cosmetics in Melbourne formulating all manner
of applications. Matthew joined Croda in 2009 as
Technical Sales Executive before being promoted
to Industry Sales Manager in 2012 responsible for
Croda’s Personal Care product portfolio in Australia
in New Zealand.
In 2021 as a result of the creation of Croda’s
Consumer Care Division, Matthew is currently
Industry Sales Manager for Consumer Care, which
encompasses Croda’s Personal Care and Home
Care businesses.

Company Details
CRODA Australia
+61 402 316 083
E: matthew.martens@croda.com
www.croda.com
Upcycling- A way to turn waste into value
We are all aware of the recent trends towards
creating more “sustainable” products to meet
the increasing demands of ethically conscious
consumers. If we are truly looking holistically
looking at contributing to a more circular
economy we need to not only consider avenues
of recycling but also potentially look at avenues
where existing waste streams are “upcycled” to
create new products that will add future value.
Croda, through its Beauty Actives business
has harnessed the value of upcycling in order
to propose solutions for companies to be
responsible, ethical and have a positive
environmental impact by utilising products
derived from already existing waste streams.
This presentation will provide some background
on the “upcycling” movement as well as provide
some solutions already available. By making
positive ingredient choices that will have a
positive environmental impact we will be able
to face the prospect of a healthy and positive
future.
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Dr Patrycja Pytel &
Dr Manmeet Kaur
BEAUTY TREASURE HUNT

innovations

DR PATRYCJA PYTEL

Verital Innovations, Director

ABSTRACT

BIO

Dr Patrycja Pytel is a director and co-founder of Verital
Innovations; a New Zealand company dedicated to the cosmetic
& personal care industry, supplying sustainable, natural, organic,
ethical, efficacious and clinically-proven ingredients.
Patrycja holds a Master of Science degree in Biological
Chemistry from Jagiellonian University (Krakow) and PhD in
Chemistry from the University of Auckland. Before moving into
sales and business management roles and founding Verital
Innovations she worked as a Formulation Scientist in Pliva
Kraków Pharmaceutical Company, a Tutor at The University of
Auckland and as a R&D Chemist at API Consumer Brands.

innovations

DR MANMEET KAUR
Verital Innovations

BIO
Dr Manmeet Kaur holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
Biotechnology and a PhD in Biochemistry from University
of Canterbury. Post PhD, Manmeet has over five years of
experience conducting R&D programmes in the academic and
commercial environment, including helping researchers with
market intelligence activities and due diligence operations (Life
Sciences). After years of working in R&D roles, to expand her
knowledge and develop a multidisciplinary skillset, she obtained
Master’s in Business and Entrepreneurship degree from the
University of Auckland (2019). With passion to work in cosmetic
and personal care industry, Manmeet has recently joined Verital
Innovations, and is pretty stoked to be working with Team Verital
in her new role!

Company Details
Verital Innovations
PO Box 17072, Greenlane, Auckland 1051
+64 (21) 267 5680
E: patrycja@verital.co.nz
www.verital.co.nz
Beauty Treasure Hunt
This presentation will outline the latest beauty
trends and the corresponding advanced
scientific ingredients.
WORKSHOP
Rediscovering Beauty – Sensorial Appreciation
Workshop
What are the most important attributes of
cosmetic formulations? Is it appearance,
stability, efficacy? Would fulfilling all the
mentioned factors be enough to satisfy your
customers or would you need something extra
for your products to stand out above
the crowd?
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Helen Pearce
EVOLUTION IN THE TREATMENT OF EXPRESSION WRINKLES
WHILE PROVIDING MULTILAYER SKINCARE

ABSTRACT
HELEN PEARCE

Lubrizol, Account Manager

BIO
Currently an Account Manager for Lubrizol,
based in Melbourne, Australia focusing on the
New Zealand and Victoria markets.
After graduating with a Bachelor of Science in
Chemistry, she commenced working in the
Personal and Home Care industry. Previous
employment with Global Chemical Companies and
a local Distributor supplying raw materials and
technical support has provided a solid background
in the industry.
Contributing and working with unique, sustainable
and high quality ingredients supported by science
is an important part of what drives her involvement
and passion for the industry.
She completed a Masters in Business
Administration and most recently a Diploma of
Cosmetics Science with the Society of Cosmetic
Scientists (SCS) in the United Kingdom. An active
member of the Australian Society of Cosmetic
Chemists (ASCC) with current positions on
Council as Honorary Treasurer and Southern
Chapter Committee Member.

Company Details
Lubrizol Life Science, Lubrizol Australia
28 River St, Silverwater, NSW 2128, Australia
+61 (0) 429 649 673
E: helen.pearce@lubrizol.com
www.lubrizol.com
Helen Pearce¹, Consuelo García2, Eulàlia González², M. Carmen Lidón²,
Gemma Mola², Mauricio Valerio-Santiago², Ramón Subirós², Albert
Soley², Núria Almiñana², Raquel Delgado²
¹Lubrizol Australia, 28 River Street, Silverwater, NSW 2128. ²Lipotec SAU
Isaac Peral 17 (Pol. Industrial Camí Ral), 08850 Gavà (Barcelona) Spain.

Evolution in the treatment of expression
wrinkles while providing multilayer skincare
Senescence is a hallmark of aging in which cells stop dividing
and show morphological and metabolic changes. Senescent
cells secrete a complex mixture of pro-inflammatory
components which are collectively known as the senescenceassociated secretory phenotypes (SASPs). These factors
induce senescence in neighboring cells and end up promoting
tissue deterioration and dysfunction.
At neuronal-muscular level, dysfunction is associated with
a slowing of muscle relaxation after contraction. Thanks
to a molecular modeling approach targeting the neuronal
SNARE complex, a new green chemistry-based peptide was
designed to yield significant neuronal exocytosis inhibition.
In addition, the peptide counteracts muscle aging by adding
muscle relaxation benefits. This way, both efficacies will serve
as the perfect combination for minimizing the appearance of
expression wrinkles. Impairment of adipogenic functions with
aging can be reverted by the peptide, recovering accumulation
of lipids, increasing volume and improving facial contours.
At dermal level, the peptide delays and reverts senescence,
increasing type I collagen in aging conditions, restoring skin
firmness, leading to less fine lines, better skin isotropy and
a lifting effect.
Finally, the delay in epidermal senescence counteracts
the declined barrier function, reducing skin roughness and
increasing radiance, achieving a non-fatigued, youngerlooking skin appearance with this multifunctional ingredient.
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Katrina Bunge

HYDROLITE® 7 GREEN - CLEAR STEP AHEAD

ABSTRACT
KATRINA BUNGE

Alchemy Agencies, Director ANZ
NZSCC, Treasurer

BIO
Katrina has a BSc degree from Auckland University,
and started her career as an Industrial Chemist at
Peterson Chemicals in 1995, developing adhesives
and surface coatings. She then started at Bayer
in 1996 as Sales Representative, with several
different roles through to 2015 as General Manager
Bayer MaterialScience at which time the business
transferred to Alchemy.
Katrina believes that the personal care market in
New Zealand has stamped out an extraordinary
footprint, with its focus on naturals and niche
manufacturing combined with its ability to
constantly innovate with the infamous
Kiwi-can-do-attitude.

Company Details
Alchemy Agencies Australia and New Zealand
Level 2, 20 Centre St, Freemans Bay
Auckland 1010
+ 64 9 377 7404 M: + 64 21 884 205
E: katrina@alchemyagencies.co.nz
www.alchemyagencies.com
Hydrolite® 7 green - Clear Step Ahead
As a testament to the company’s commitment
to innovation and to the needs of its customers
and consumers, Symrise has developed a
revolutionary new green multifunctional.
After investing in years of research, Symrise
is proud to present Hydrolite® 7 green, the
only 7-carbon 1,2-alkanediol on the cosmetics
market.
Since the introduction of Hydrolite® 5 by
Symrise 30 years ago, 1,2-alkanediols have
been increasingly used in the Personal Care
industry as multifunctional ingredients.
Hydrolite® 7 green brings a product the
cosmetics industry has been waiting for: a
nature-derived, biodegradable, liquid ingredient
with multiple benefits packed into a single
molecule. Hydrolite® 7 green offers exceptional
qualities and multiple benefits for both skin and
formulations that go far beyond enhancing
product protection.
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Richard Lawrence
STABILITY TESTING

ABSTRACT
RICHARD LAWRENCE

BIO

Company Details
+ 021 842 008
E: rj.lawrence@xtra.co.nz
Stability Testing

Richard is currently offering contract services
to industrial clients, formulating services and
advice and troubleshooting of problems. He
has been involved in personal care industry for
nearly 20 years and also has experience and
understanding of Quality Control, Quality Assurance,
Product Development, Regulatory Affairs, Market
Registration, Microbiological Tracebacks and Advice
and working closely with Contract Customers.
He has previously worked in the dairy industry,
veterinary pharmaceutical industry and managed
a commercial laboratory servicing many different
industries. Richard has consulted as a technical
expert for chemistry laboratories on behalf of
government approved regulatory bodies.

This presentation looks at what is meant by
the term ‘Stability testing” and why you should
know what it entails.
This early session is a must catch for Brand
Owners and is a good reason not to over indulge
too much on Wednesday night.
We will cover the three different aspects of
stability testing and the importance of each and
how getting it right up front should lead to less
problems over time as the product ages.

The biggest challenge of his career was the
commissioning of a new infant formula plant which
involved overseeing the fitting out of a laboratory,
assessment and purchase of necessary laboratory
equipment, employment and training of 19 staff over
a 4 month period – all of this with a young family.
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Dr Rob Kelly

POWDERS AND PIGMENTS DERIVED FROM WOOL.
NEW SUSTAINABLE AND FUNCTIONAL INGREDIENTS FROM
A UNIQUELY NEW ZEALAND PERSPECTIVE.

ABSTRACT
DR ROB KELLY

Wool Source Limited, Chief Scientific Officer

BIO
Dr Rob Kelly is Chief Scientific Officer for Wool
Source Limited and leads the New Materials Group
at the research institute Lincoln Agritech. He has
undertaken commercially focused applied wool and
keratin research for more than 20 years, developing
numerous keratin based personal care ingredients
as the founding scientist of Christchurch based
Keratec/Keraplast as well as leading the
establishment of the first US and EU approved
keratin based medical devices for use in the wound
care and dermatology markets.

Company Details
Wool Source
E: rob@woolsource.co.nz
www.woolsource.co.nz
Powders and pigments derived from wool.
New sustainable and functional ingredients
from a uniquely New Zealand perspective.
Dr Rob Kelly1, 2,, Gail Krsinic2, Claire Clark2,
Sheralee Macdonald1, Dr Garth Carnaby3
1Wool Source Limited, Christchurch, New Zealand.
2Lincoln Agritech Limited, Lincoln, New Zealand.
3Wool Industry Research Limited, New Zealand.

New Zealand wool has many has many fundamental
characteristics desirable in today's personal care
brands. It is a sustainable material with the potential for
source farm traceability and a strong ethical sourcing
profile including potential for vegetarian, halal and
cruelty free claims. Use in personal care to date has
been primarily as a source of keratin or hydrolysed
keratin or as a source of lanolin, the by product of
conventional wool processing.
A coordinated and sustained programme of research
supported by the New Zealand Wool industry and the
New Zealand government has developed a suite of
technologies to establish new uses for New Zealand
wool. This has developed a range of new physical forms
of wool including fine powders and pigments where
the core wool functional properties of binding and
neutralising pollutants, carrying colour and managing
next to skin moisture for good skin feel are maintained.
One outcome is new functional ingredients for the
colour cosmetics sector. Sustainable, ethically sourced
functional alternatives to the metal based or carmine
pigments used currently.
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David Cowie

KEM NAT LITE – THE GENTLE AND NATURAL PRESERVATION OF
COSMETICS WITHOUT ALCOHOLS

ABSTRACT
DAVID COWIE

BIO

Company Details
RPL Trading Pty Ltd
68 Russell Street, Suite 111, Westport 7825
New Zealand
E: david@rpltrading.com.au
www.rpltrading.com.au

David has a BSc in Pure and Applied Chemistry, a
Graduate Diploma in Food and Drug Analysis from
UNSW in Sydney.

KEM NAT LITE - The gentle and natural
preservation of cosmetics without alcohols

RPL Trading Pty Limited
Sourcing & Technical Manager

He started working as a battery chemist at Union
Carbide, then progressed to hair care research and
development at Schwarzkopf before joining the sales
team at Albright and Wilson (Australia). Since then
he has held a wide variety of roles in sales,
marketing, technical, operations and general
management at Albright and APS and is now back
in a technical capacity at RPL Trading, where he has
been for over 10 years (finally got long service leave,
woo hoo).

Kem Nat Lite is a new exclusive preservative
COSMOS-approved with a high sustainable profile
and a natural index of 80% (according to ISO 16128).
It contains no aromatic alcohols (phenoxyethanol,
benzyl alcohol) and no controversial preservatives
allowing hypoallergenic claims.
Allows formulators to reduce at minimum the
content of traditional preservatives and represents
an alcohol-free option for formulators looking to
avoid even phenoxyethanol or benzyl alcohol.

He is a long term servant of green and renewable
chemistry, proposing the “Naturally derived surfactants - the naturalness factor” in a lecture to the
ASCC in 1990. Really should have saved a copy of
that one.
David loves sport, cricket, don’t mention rugby and
athletics, history and cooking, as his mother
once said “if you want to eat you gotta cook so you
may as well learn, and eat your broccoli”.
Maybe that was an inspiration to the green side?
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Sylvester Kuo

FOR BRIGHTER, YOUNGER, BETTER LOOKING SKIN

ABSTRACT
SYLVESTER KUO
A S Harrison & Co

BIO
Sylvester is a chemist with experience in the
pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.
After completing his MSc from University of
Auckland in 2018, he began his career as an
Analytical Services Manager at Eurofins BioPharma
Product Testing NZ then as a Sales Specialist at
DKSH. He recently joined A S Harrison & Co and
is a keen advocate of sustainable and innovative
products being created for local and global markets.
One of Sylvester’s lifelong goals is to make people
feel beautiful inside and out.

Company Details
A S Harrison & Co Pty Limited
6E Jack Conway Avenue, Manukau City
Auckland
+ 64 9 309 7713 + 64 27 275 1923
E: Sylvester.kuo@asharrison.com
www.asharrison.com.au
For Brighter, Younger, Better looking skin
We will unveil a portfolio of unique active
ingredients that deliver innovative solutions
which will nourish, protect and improve
performance.
Innovation, scientific rigor and quality
assurance are the foundation of our business.
These pillars drive the continual and thorough
updating of our molecular cosmetics
and biotechnology along with developing
sustainable applications.
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Stacey Fraser

COLLABORATIVE CURIOSITY IN A POST COVID PERSONAL
CARE INDUSTRY

ABSTRACT
STACEY FRASER

Stacey Fraser Co (DipFormChem)

BIO
Connecting innovation, creativity and curiosity for formulations,
products and brands that stand out from the crowd.
With more than 20 years’ experience in the beauty and cosmetics
industry, Stacey knows what it takes to take the ordinary and turn it into
the extraordinary. Armed with innovative ideas and using expressive and
creative processes, her ambition is driven by others’ successes.
Having developed knowledge and expertise in all facets of the supply
chain, Stacey understands the importance of supporting the formulation
and launch of the next iconic product with a water-tight supply chain
process and an impactful communications strategy.
Specifically she has worked in roles from customer service to sales
and marketing, communications, operations, logistics, packaging,
concept and product development, ingredients-sourcing,
manufacturing, compliance and regulations. In other words, she’s
an industry all-rounder.
Career highlights include formulating products for one of New Zealand’s
leading skincare brands, Trilogy, and starting her own business to help
other brands bring their own forward-thinking ideas to life. Currently,
Stacey is a Design Practice Teaching Fellow for the School of Product
Design at University of Canterbury.

Company Details
Stacey Fraser Co
+64 21 205 5353
E: stace@staceyfraser.co
www.staceyfraser.co
Collaborative Curiosity in a Post Covid
Personal Care Industry
A lot has changed, and the NZ personal care
industry has never been busier.
But what has changed, what are the new
trends, innovations, consumer demands and
expectations?
An overview of the health and wellbeing of
our Personal Care industry and a collection of
interesting new brands from across the globe
(since we can’t travel to see them).
A presentation of all things beauty including
some very innovative dissolvable packaging
and the opportunity to inspect a selection of
new “K beauty” and US indie products.

Industry Expert contributor www.connect.in-cosmetics.com
Co-Founder for social conscious brand theessenceofhumanity.com
Stacey is passionate about following curiosity, anticipating trends,
acknowledging sustainability, having a social conscience and
- above all - being authentic.
“I have spent my life pursuing things that feed my curiosity for the
world and what it has to offer, and I am always on the lookout for my
next interesting project.”
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Melanie Salberg

AN INTELLIGENT LOOK AT SUSTAINABILITY – HOW DO OUR
CHOICES TODAY IMPACT THE FUTURE?

ABSTRACT
MELANIE SALBERG

Brenntag NZ Ltd, Managing Director

BIO
Melanie joined Brenntag NZ as General Manager in
2020 and has been leading the invigoration of the
Brenntag brand through increased market engagement
within New Zealand. She managed the relocation of
Brenntag NZ to a new Auckland city office and in January
2021, was appointed Managing Director for Brenntag
New Zealand.
Previously with DSM Nutritional Products, Melanie draws
on 12 years of experience working in the EMEA and
APAC regions, where she was passionate in increasing
the awareness of the role of micronutrients in health,
wellbeing, and beauty. Her mission began when joining
DSM in 2004, focusing on nutrition improvement and
the implementation of staple food fortification within
the South Africa market. It has provided her a broader
understanding of the necessity of companies doing good
by doing well.
With a BSc in Food Science and Technology, she has a
deep understanding of technical application principles,
a geeky love for science, and a keen eye for business.
As a busy mum of two girls and a blended family with
five kids, she is no stranger to chaos, multitasking, and
helping others reach their full potential. She loves to sail
and read a book or two in her spare time.

Company Details
Brenntag New Zealand Ltd
Level 2, Building C/602 Great South Road
Ellerslie, Auckland 1051
+ 64 9 275 0745
E: melanie.salberg@brenntag-asia.com
www.brenntag.com
Author: Rafaela Rodrigues Montuenga
(rafaelamontuenga@citroleogroup.com)
Citróleo Group – Brazil
+55 14 3656 9900
Rod SP 197 km 18, 17360-000, Torrinha – São Paulo, Brazil

An intelligent look at Sustainability – how do
our choices today impact the future?
More than ever, we are invited to look at our actions
critically. COVID-19 made us think about the impact
of our actions on a global level. Unrestrained
consumption, uncontrolled exploitation of natural
resources, incorrect disposal, and frightening
pollution levels are the causes of an ecosystem
depletion global scenario.
Therefore, it is necessary to renew and innovate the
way of thinking and producing, choosing products
and processes that respect and care for the greatest
wealth of humanity: nature. Looking to the future is to
think critically about our choices in the present.
For Citróleo Group, sustainability is not just a goal,
but a revolutionary way of generating products with
high technology derived from Brazilian biodiversity,
respecting the standing forest, local communities,
and the ecosystems that comprise them.
The future is conscious, the future is the circular
economy, the future is renewable: the future are
Citróleo Group’s products.
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Chris Ullness

SYNETH™: CUSTOMIZABLE CHEMISTRY, FORMULATE
WITHOUT COMPROMISE

ABSTRACT
CHRIS ULLNESS

LONZA, Key Account & Business
Development Manager

BIO
Chris Ullness is Key Account & Business
Development Manager for global manufacturer
Lonza.The Lonza Specialty Ingredients division
focuses on microbial control for personal care as
well as for the protection of our homes, schools,
workplaces and environment from mold and other
potential pathogens.
Prior to joining Lonza Chris had a long history
in chemical distribution and has also worked
for globally recognised Australian made
skincare brands.

Company Details
Azelis New Zealand
E: Tulaki.Tuinukuafe@azelis.co.nz
+64 21 327 259 / +64 9 4444650 (ext 744)
www.azelis.com
SYNETH™: Customizable Chemistry, formulate
without compromise
IMAGINE...
The ability to create any functionality, texture,
or aesthetic across all of Personal Care and
Beauty with a single, naturally derived chemistry
that addresses the environmental concerns of
the greenest consumers.
Lonza’s SYNETH™ range of polyglycerol ester
based surfactants offers a number of benefits
to formulators working in today’s challenging
market environment. These benefits include
the perfect balance between an excellent
environmental profile, mildness to skin, and
superior product performance as well as
enormous versatility with applications in
virtually any product area and product form.
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Dr Travis Badenhorst
SNOWBERRY EXPOSÉ – WHAT IT TAKES TO BE
A SUCCESS

ABSTRACT
DR TRAVIS BADENHORST
Snowberry, Chief Scientist
NZSCC President BPharm, MHSc, PhD

BIO
Travis is the R&D Chief Scientist for Snowberry,
President for the New Zealand Society of Cosmetic
Chemists, Biodiscovery Leader, Brand Spokesperson
and a member of the Proctor and Gamble
SQUAD team.
This broad array of responsibilities means his daily
activities include; Working with an International P&G
team on formulation development, brand direction,
growth strategy and overcoming market specific
challenges, seeking new ethically responsible
ingredients and materials, collaborating and
developing new partnerships with Iwi, sourcing new
bioactives from the Snowberry Gardens, mentoring
students and managing new CRI projects between
Snowberry, Auckland University and Callaghan.

Company Details
Snowberry
26 Homeward Bound Drive
RD4, Wellsford, 0974
+ 64 21 555 551
E: travis@snowberry.co.nz
www.snowberry.com
Snowberry exposé – what it takes to be
a success
A complete and transparent history of
Snowberry. Featuring insights never before
shared, what it took to become successful,
the personal cost and the business decisions
to learn from. This will be a once only
presentation, never to be repeated.
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Peter Lehrke

GLOWING FUTURE FOR NUTRICOSMETICS AS CONSUMERS
EMBRACE BEAUTY FROM WITHIN

ABSTRACT
PETER LEHRKE

PharmaNZ Limited, Nutritional Biochemist

BIO
Peter is a Nutritional Biochemist. Graduating from
Massey University in 1982, Peter has 30 years experience
in pharmaceuticals, cosmetics, dietary supplements,
and nutritionals. Career includes senior management
roles with:
•
•
•

New Image, the largest colostrum direct selling
company in Asia Pacific, where he was General
Manager of Research and Development for 8 years,
Glaxo Pharmaceuticals, the world’s largest
pharmaceutical company in the 1990’s, doing product
development and manufacturing management
Douglas Pharmaceuticals, New Zealand’s largest
pharmaceutical manufacturer, where he set up
the operation in Fiji including the design and
build of the GMP certified factory in Nadi.
GoTo Skincare, where he is a founding Director,
and developed the initial skincare products for
the brand.

Company Details
PharmaNZ Limited
18 Lincoln St, Hamilton
+ 021 534945
E: peter.lehrke@pharmanz.com
www.pharmanz.com
Glowing Future for Nutricosmetics as
Consumers Embrace Beauty from Within
The pandemic has boosted supplement
sales into rarified air altitudes. But even
that is dwarfed by nutraceuticals. The USA
nutricosmetic market alone was estimated at
$7.7 billion in 2020. And growth in “beautyfrom-within” products is estimated to be 10.5%
in 2021, compared to 6% for overall supplement
sales. Why?

His current day (and night) job is Managing Director of his
supplement contract manufacturing business Pharmanz
Limited based in Hamilton.

With an ageing population, and more people
believing that diet has a visible effect on
skin, plus millennials embracing the category
and the pandemic fueling consumer health
consciousness, the scene is set for continued
record breaking sales. Investment in research
on efficacy of products continues and helps
support anecdotal evidence that consumers
report that these products actually work, when
formulated correctly. New ingredients targeting
hair, skin and nails make this an exciting space
for innovation.

Peter is passionate about healthy lifestyle, including
exercise and nutrition, and believes in the philosophy of
Hippocrates who said “Let food be thy medicine”.

This presentation showcases key ingredients in
this white hot skincare category.

•

Peter is currently an elected member of Board of Natural
Health Products New Zealand, which is the industry
organisation for supplements in New Zealand, and he has
served on this Board for 17 years.
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Malie Zauber

SENSORIAL JOURNEY FORMULATING SUNSCREENS

ABSTRACT
MALIE ZAUBER
Carst & Walker

BIO
Malie Zauber obtained her Microbiology (Hons)
degree from the University of Stellenbosch, South
Africa and has been involved in the cosmetics
industry since 1998.
Initially joined the industry as a Quality Control
Manager, but soon realised she enjoy the
innovation side. Spending time in the R&D lab
from 1999 – 2010, Malie work with various brands
in South Africa and Australia which include names
ie Yardley, Coty, Maybeline, Innoxa.
In 2010 Malie decide to make a career change to
the ‘dark side’ and joined the raw materials
distribution business (Rejuvacare, Sydney) in a
Technical Marketing & Development role and later
moved into a sales role.

Company Details
Carst & Walker
Suite 139, 117 Old Pittwater Rd, Sydney
NSW 2100, Australia
+61 02 9907 2991
E: Malie.Zauber@carst.com.au
www.carst.com.au
WORKSHOP
Sensorial Journey Formulating Sunscreens
The sensoriality of sunscreens is a major
concern and challenge for formulators.
The addition of UV filters to cosmetics brings
greasiness and stickiness that are difficult to
hide and unpleasant to the consumer.
Applying 20 years of sensory and formulation
expertise to the field of suncare we will
evaluate options to meet consumer
expectations and provide UV protection that
is a pleasure to use.
Forget greasiness and stickiness, rediscover
sun care with products you’ll love to use!

In 2014, Malie joined Carst & Walker as Industry
Group Manager to develop the Personal Care/Vet/
Pharma business in Oceania.
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Matthew Martens

CLEAN AND SUSTAINABLE BEAUTY FOR INDIES:
MAXIMISING VALUE WITHOUT COMPROMISE - WORKSHOP

ABSTRACT
MATTHEW MARTENS

CRODA Australia
Industry Sales Manager, Personal Care

BIO
Matthew obtained his BSc (Technology) from the
University of Waikato in 2002 majoring in Chemistry
and Finance.
After moving to Australia in 2003 he started in the
Personal Care industry as a Development Chemist at
Ross Cosmetics in Melbourne formulating all manner
of applications. Matthew joined Croda in 2009 as
Technical Sales Executive before being promoted
to Industry Sales Manager in 2012 responsible for
Croda’s Personal Care product portfolio in Australia
in New Zealand.
In 2021 as a result of the creation of Croda’s
Consumer Care Division, Matthew is currently
Industry Sales Manager for Consumer Care, which
encompasses Croda’s Personal Care and Home
Care businesses.

Company Details
CRODA Australia
+61 402 316 083
E: matthew.martens@croda.com
www.croda.com
WORKSHOP
Clean and Sustainable Beauty for Indies:
Maximising Value without Comprimise
Consumers are more educated on what they are using on
their hair or skin than ever before and with this comes an
increased pressure on brand loyalty In spite of an
ever-increasing congested choice on the shelf.
Clean and Sustainable Beauty is a mega-trend currently
sweeping the Personal Care industry. The importance of
companies positioning their brands ability to meet this trend
is widely accepted but never more so than for Independent
Beauty Brands (“Indies”). For an Indie brand, the path to grow
a successful business can be extremely tough, but by having
clear direction and ensuring you can effectively meet market
demands there is a pathway forward.
This workshop focuses on the trend of Clean and Sustainable
Beauty; What does this actually mean? And how can you
formulate ethical and efficacious products able to be adapted
to your own needs. By Focussing on 3 key pillars for Clean
and Sustainable Beauty; Transparency, Safety and
Responsibility, we can offer Croda’s extensive knowledge
to help create innovative and exciting products for small,
medium and larger companies alike.
A small selection of finished product prototypes highlighting
some of Croda’s innovative product range, will be recreated
in real time along with discussion on ingredient selection and
trends to hopefully provide inspiration and guidance for
brand owners, formulators and other interested attendees.
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Conference Delegates

Julia Ammundsen - Honey Lab
Dominika Andrys - Pauling Industries
Dr Travis Badenhorst - Snowberry
Sandra Ballantine - Axieo
Adam Berry - Thor
Peter Bickle - Albright & Wilson
Grant Binney - CeeChem
Sara Blackman - Shieling Laboratories
Oana Blythe - IXOM
Emmett Bowker - Pure Ingredients
Alison Brownrigg - Aleph Beauty
Katrina Bunge - Alchemy Agencies
Tasha Carlos - Ingredients Plus
Johanna Cheer - Alaron
Sherry Cheng - Ecostore
Sara Ching - Alaron
Claire Clark - Lincoln Agritech
Chris Clark - CTCPac
Kerry De Villiers - Independent
Hope Dollimore - Designer Skincare NZ
Pauline Dubois - C&R Packers
Marisa Fong - Arne Skincare
Ian Foster - Azelis
Stacey Fraser - Stacey Fraser Co
Peter Gibson - RPL Trading
Su Goh - Sodashi
Judy Han - Shieling Laboratories
Janine Hastie - Azelis
Deborah Hauer - Nutrimetics
Angela Hayes - Shieling Laboratories
Kobie Hetet - Comvita
Anna Hinstridge - Chemiplas
Terry Hockley - Azelis
Oliver Hofmann - Shieling Laboratories
Huia Iti - Ecostore
Sonya Katu - Hibiscus Solutions
Dr Manmeet Kaur - Verital Innovations
Dr Rob Kelly - Woolsource
Warwick Kiely - The Cosmetic Company
Sylvester Kuo - A S Harrison & Co

Linley Latu - Ingredients Plus
Richard Lawrence - Contract Formulator
Peter Lehrke - PharmaNZ
Gary Logie - Troy Corp
Chris Marshall - Shieling Laboratories
Matthew Martens - Croda
Natalia Moyano - Beautiful Solutions
Gordon Naidoo - API Consumer Brands
Ashyleen Nand - Pacific Flavours
Lee Nicholls - Grayson Wagner
Alicia Nienaber - Pauling Industries
Lyndal O'Toole - Cosmetics NZ
Neel Parag - Azelis
Heena Patel - Ecostore
Emma Peters - Aleph Beauty
Dr Patrycja Pytel - Verital Innovations
Maree Raffles - Ingredientbox
Emily Ridley - Designer Skincare NZ
Tod Ryan - C&R Packers
Melainie Salberg - Brenntag-Asia
Katherine Samplonius - Jaychem Industries
Merve Samur - The Cosmetic Company
Anita Shen - Skin Smiths
Maddie Smith - Skin Smiths
Emily Spencer - Ingredients Plus
Bob Spencer - Pacific Flavours
Eve Storer-Blake - IMCD
Andrea Taimana - Organic Bioactives
Liam Taylor - Shieling Laboratories
Owen Thomson - API Consumer Brands
Janine Thorpe - Hibiscus Solutions
Tulaki Tuinukuafe - Azelis
Sophie Turner - Brenntag-Asia
Jamie Tyler - Pure Ingredients
Mark Vernal - Connell
Sigrid Vorwerk - Beautiful Solutions
Jaime Wallace - A S Harrison & Co
Victor Yim - Snowberry
Shu Yin Oh - C&R Packers
Malie Zauber - Carst & Walker
Sue (Ying) Zhou - NZ Soap and Skincare
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API Consumer Brands
AS Harrison
Avenir Ingredients
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Designer Skin Care
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Nutrimetrics
NZ Soap and Skincare
Pure Ingredients
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Proud to be a leading
innovation service provider of specialty
ingredients for the Personal Care industry.
Together, let’s create innovative, empowering
and responsible products for your customers!
How can we help you?

Skin care

Decorative
cosmetics
(makeup)

Fragrances

Hair care

Ready to start formulating?
We’d love to talk: enquiry@azelis.co.nz

visit azelis.com

Oral care

Bath & body

Sun care

Fragrance
ingredients

Organic
specialties

COSMETIC INGREDIENT SUPPLIER | WWW.CEECHEM.COM.AU

IMCD Beauty & Personal Care
Proud Platinum Sponsor of the
41st Annual NZSCC Conference

NATURAL SUSTAINABLE efficacious MULTIFUNCTIONAL

enhancing
the future
of cosmetic
formulations
innovations

PROUDLY SUPPLIED BY

Ingredientbox & CRODA
are proud to present a
paper & workshop at the
41st NZSCC Conference.
The Chateau Tongariro is a
magical place in the world!

Ready to face
the future
Proud Sponsor NZSCC
41st Annual Conference

The leading supplier of specialty ingredients to the Beauty and Health markets
Tel: +64 479 5070 | www.ingredientsplus.com.au | e: info@ingredientsplus.com.nz

BEAUTIFUL

We create bespoke cosmetics
that will give your business
a new complexion.
We bring products to market readiness with the world’s best
cosmeticians behind us.
Our European research centre is based in Milan. Beautiful Solutions
partners with the Institute of Skin and Product Evaluations. As the
Australasian representative of one of the most renowned laboratories
in Europe (dedicated to dermatological evaluations) we’re experts
in skin evaluations, SPF determination and sensory analysis.

SOLUTIONS

We will work with you and your marketing intention to create
and evaluate cosmetic solutions that look like, feel like, smell like
and are brand leaders from birth.
Because we are an approved research provider under the R&D
Tax Incentive Scheme, you may be able to claim R&D tax credit
for services we provide you.

+64-7-544-6393
natalia@beautifulsolutions.co.nz
beautifulsolutions.co.nz

ACCOUNTABLE,
RESPONSIBLE,
SUSTAINABLE
Dedicated Team, Innovative Solutions
Brenntag has built its reputation on
partnering with the best ingredients
manufacturers and delivering the
highest quality products to its
customers.

Brenntag Australia Pty Ltd
Level 5, 10 Nexus Court
Mulgrave, Victoria 3170, Australia
Phone: +61 3 9559 8333
info-aus@brenntag-asia.com

Working with Brenntag means not only
accessing our wide-ranging product
expertise, but also our extensive market
and formulations know-how.

Brenntag New Zealand Limited
Level 2, Building C
602 Great South Road
Ellerslie, Auckland 1051, New Zealand
Phone: +64 9 275 0745
info-nz@brenntag-asia.com

Our Commitment in the Field of
Sustainability
Responsible approach, guaranteeing
solutions for quality, health, safety and
environment. We develop sustainable
solutions for our customers.

www.brenntag.com

Discover our Cosmetics portfolio:
■ Advanced ingredients
■ Inspiring concepts
■ Innovative textures
■ Modern applications
Benefit from our comprehensive natural
ingredients product range:
■ Bio-functional Actives
■ Botanical Extracts
■ Conditioning Agents
■ Emollients
■ Emulsifiers
■ Rheology Modifiers
■ Scrubs
■ Sunscreen Actives
■ Surfactants
■ Vitamins
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www.alchemyagencies.co.nz

Together, let’s create the extraordinary

Botanical extracts, Essential
oils, vegetable oils, aroma
chemicals.

Vincience® biofunctionals,
N-Hance® cationic guars,
Ceraphyl® esters, Captivates®
encapsulates, Lubrajel®
hydrogels, Optiphen®
preservatives.

Ceramides, Andean Botanical
Extracts, marine origin actives,
specialties.

Emollients, emulsiﬁers,
solubilizing agents, emulsion
stabilizers, foam boosters and
viscosity agents.

Pionier® mineral oil, petrolatum
and waxes.

Alpha-Step®, Stepan-Mild® and
Lathanol® mild surfactants,
Stepanol® sodium coco-sulfate,
Stepantex® esterquats.

World class fragrances, aroma
molecules and premium active
ingredients.

Vanatural® bentonite clay,
Veegum® smectite clay,
Vanzan® xanthan gum.

Katrina Bunge
09 377 7404 | katrina@alchemyagencies.co.nz

Dave Perano
09 306 6093 | dave@alchemyagencies.co.nz

Domnic Lobo
09 306 6094 | domnic@alchemyagencies.co.nz

Celebrating 25 years in New Zealand. Continuing to create the extraordinary, together.

THANK YOU
FOR ATTENDING

2021
41ST NZSCC ANNUAL CONFERENCE
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